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Midland’s H Hotel Named Dolce Hotel of the Year

Midland, Mich., (September 23, 2021) – The H Hotel at 111 W. Main Street, today announced
it has been named Hotel of the Year by Dolce Hotels and Resorts by Wyndham, one of the
world’s leading hotel brands and a part of Wyndham Hotels & Resorts family of brands. The
award, which is given annually, recognizes the brand’s top-performing hotel and its staff.

In celebration of the achievement, Derek Grimaldi, the hotel’s general manager, recently
accepted the award during a visit from Dolce brand leadership.

“Receiving this honor is a testament to our team’s incredible work in delivering top-notch
hospitality day in and day out, even with all of the challenges the travel industry has faced in the
past year,” said Grimaldi. “We are so proud that despite these challenges, we have won the
hearts and loyalty of guests by maintaining a quality hotel and cultivating a staff that’s
passionate about service. This inspires us to continue striving to set the bar even higher.”

The H Hotel features 130 contemporary guestrooms and suites and offers a state-of-the-art
fitness center and indoor pool; more than 8,000 square feet of dedicated meeting and banquet
space; and three on-site unique dining experiences, including, European-inspired Café Zinc;
ONe eighteen, featuring classic American cuisine in a lively setting; and Oxygen Lounge, a hip
spot to enjoy classic cocktails.

http://www.wyndhamhotels.com/


About Dolce Hotels and Resorts by Wyndham
Inspirational environments foster big ideas. That’s the philosophy behind Dolce Hotels and
Resorts by Wyndham®. A curated collection of unique destinations, Dolce redefined modern
meetings using creative spaces, state-of-the-art technology, nourishing food and beverage
programs and inspired activities. From Napa Valley to the French countryside of Chantilly,
Dolce’s breathtaking locations provide the backdrop to incredible travel experiences, whether in
a meeting or relaxing at its award-winning golf courses, rejuvenating spas and nearby
world-famous wineries. In addition to streamlining the planning process with its Complete
Meetings Package (CMP), Dolce offers planners who are members of Wyndham Rewards the
opportunity to take advantage of go meetSM. Casual and professional planners can earn one
point for every dollar spent on qualifying revenue, with no minimum spend and no maximum
point limit. Learn more at www.dolce.com.
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